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GBBM 2021

Dear partners,

GBBM

DIGITAL DISTRIBUTOR & VOD
AGGREGATOR
SINCE 2013

I present to you the #GBBM catalogue with
our lifestyle content.
The current year is completely different from
the others and completely unpredictable.
The closure of cinemas has made TV and VOD
the most popular and safest form of entertainment
for viewers.
Everyone needs serenity and the best results
are achieved by meditation and yoga. Our life
style content allows you to do yoga (in nature).
If you are interested in wildlife or science
our outstanding documentaries are for you.
We pay a lot of attention to guarantee funny
and diverse content for TV/ VOD/OTT platforms.
Thank you for being with us and see you soon.
Take care,
Emilia Ciszewska
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In this 5 part documentary, we will explore the history of life from its
humble beginnings as single-celled organisms, to its great blossoming
and prolifer ation which took place over the course of eons. Through
vivid 3D computer imagery, we will resurrect the ancient creatures
that once ruled the earth and chronicle their rise and fall. Also, we
will examine how plant life evolved and changed, and learn how the
dinosaurs first took flight to become the ancestors of modern birds.
We will unravel the greatest mysteries of life, such as how creatures
moved from the sea to land, as well as the origins of mating and sex.

Episode List

1

Ancient Civilizations
Uncovered

1

1
2
3
4
5

Plants, Earth’s Silent Rulers
The Story of the Feather
The Landing
Mating –The Search for the Other Half
Extinction –An End and a New Beginning

From the grand pyramids on the Giza Plateau to Machu Picchu,
a veritable “palace in the sky” situated 4,000 meters above sea
level, ancient ruins dot the world standing testament to the determination and ingenuity of the people who built them. Yet, not much is
known about these ancient civilizations.
Who built these amazing structures and how did they live? Also,
what motivated them to undertake these grand construction
projects? In Exploring Civilizations, we take an in-depth look into
these ancient civilizations and the people behind them. We will investigate the latest archeological discoveries and hear the opinions
of the world’s foremost experts in order to unravel the secrets that
these ancient civilizations harbor.
5 x 50 min Clean, M/E, English & Spanish dubbed / 2012

5 x 50 min Clean, M/E English & Spanish dubbed / 2012
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History of Life

1
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Central Asia,
Spirit of the Wild
Episode List
1
2
3
4
5

Prologue- Untamed Land
Winter of the Wolves and Nomads
Song of the Wind, Tales of the Land
Pamir and the Himalayas
Life Fills the Wate

2

2

Central Asia located in the center of the Asian continent consists of
endless plains, arid deserts and treacherous mountains, making it
the most isolated and dangerous terrain in the world. This is how it
has remained relatively unknown to the rest of the world and preserved
its nature in its original form.

5 x 50 min Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2015

2
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Galapagos:

The Edge of the World

Episode List
1 Survival
2 Ocean of Confusion
3 Coexistence, Is It Possible?

3 x 50 min Clean, M/E, English & Spanish dubbed / 2020

3

3
The isolated islands in the middle of the Pacific Ocean, with the
creatures that call the island home and found nowhere in the world.
How could a small number of species evolve in the vast variety of
life we see in Galapagos?
<Galapagos: The Edge of the World> takes the viewers to the evidence
of Darwinian evolution. Known for its vast number of endemic species,
<Galapagos: The Edge of the World> explores the standpoints of
evolution, environmental change and the interference between
human and nature vividly captured in UHD.
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Episode List
1 Music Instinct
2 Family Society

4
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Gibbon,
the Singing Ape

4
This documentary sheds light on the ecology of the least known
anthropoid apes in Asia – gibbons. We reveal how they communicate
through singing and how they establish their social structure based
on monogamy. For 2 years, we have tracked them throughout
Indonesia and Thailand, capturing their lives.
There are 18 recognized species of gibbons. For the first time in the
word, our cameras filmed several species of wild gibbons, focusing
on the ecology of these small anthropoid apes. 5 of the 18 species
have been caught on camera, of which the story of the white-handed
gibbon, the siamang, and the Javan gibbon unfold in this documentary.

2 x 50 min Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2017
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In the past, there was a large number of tigers and leopards in the
Korean Peninsula. Our ancestors called tigers and leopards
"beom," and “beom” was considered as objects of fear and worship.
In Episode 1, we take a look at various tales between our ancestors
and "beom" and vividly shows the ecology of Korean tigers and
Korean leopards living in Primorsky Krai of Russia, which is the only
wild habitat of Korean "beom" left in theworld. After the Japanese
occupation and the Korean War, "beom" went extinct in the Korean
Peninsula. The ecosystem of wildlife in the Korean Peninsula is
severely distorted. Species diversity is limited, but the number of
each species is abnormally high. Episode 2 shows that the biggest
reason behind this distortion is related to the extinction of "beom."
We delve into the Korean Peninsula's ecosystem of wildlife without
‘beom’ and find out about the importance of their presence in the
ecosystem..
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5

History of the Wild

5

Tales of the
Avian Hunters
Imagining the great hunters of the animal kingdom may conjure up
images of lions, and tigers, or bears. But, oh my, you should not
forget about the birds. These flying predators are some of the most
skilled hunters in nature, boasting a variety of skills that make
them masters of the sky and even the water. Using incredible
footage that includes slow-motion video designed to carefully
demonstrate the blink-of-an-eye tactics birds utilize to catch their
next meal, this two-part documentary series lays out the myriad
strategies and techniques employed by a variety of birds, from
plovers to ospreys, from herons to hawks, and even eagles. The
first part shows the battle over and beneath the water. The second
part moves the focus upward a bit, giving the viewer a glimpse of
the birds of prey who plot their attack from on high.

2 X 50 min Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2020

2 x 50 min Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2011

5
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6

Lost Humans
Episode List
1 The Survivors
2 The Extinct

WorldFest Huston 2017: Grand Remi
Asian TV Awards 2017: Best Documentary Series

Over the history, humans appeared in many different sizes, body
features and characteristics. In this documentary series, the lives
and uniqueness of prehistoric human species will be examined. The
lives and survival tips of each unique human, from tiny midgets to
tall giants, will be brought back to life through advanced computer
graphics, realistic reenactments as well as profound and professional
assessments of worldrenowned experts in the academia. The
viewers will witness the astonishing lives of our most extraordinary
ancestors.

2 x 50 min Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2016

6

6
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Episode List
1
2
3
4
5

7

π
∞
x
0
i

Mathematics is shrouded behind a veil and does not easily reveal
itself. Students resort to rote memorization of math formulas to
solve problems in a boring exercise of the mind that is also repetitive.
However, if you knew the history of mathematics, the way they
learn math could change. <Numbers> is a documentary that brings
to life the genius mathematicians who discovered new theories
and frontiers in math in a way that have never been seen before to
show the beauty of math.
Departing from the likes of “serious” documentaries, <Numbers>
will unravel the mysteries of numbers like a sleuth following
strands of clues to make math fun and approachable. Through the
discovery of “ π,” “ ∞,” “ x,” “ 0,” “ i ” this documentary wil illustrate
the beauty of mathematics and its intrinsic meaning.

5 x 50 min Clean, M/E, English & Spanish dubbed / 2016
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Numbers

7
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Sword in Flames
Episode List
1 The Bronze Age
2 Songs of the Snow-Covered Plains
3 The Sword-Wielding Warrior's Confession

8

8
7,000 years ago, a woman lay cold in a tomb. She was discovered
clasping a precious pieces of metal in her hands. Who were the
revolutionaries that melted copper and tin together? Intriguing
stories surge from the very beginning of civilization.
This three-part series starts from the birth of the first bronze
sword, along the 2,000-year journey from the west to the east,
crossing the vast plains of the Eurasian continent. A story of a
sword mightier than fire, melting the cold ices of the far East. The
sword leads a journey through chaotic times when one group
conquered the other, cities formed and wars were fought.

3 x 50 min Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2018

8
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Math and the
Rise of Civilization
Episode List
1
2
3
4
5

The Beginning of Numbers
The Elements
The Divinity of Numbers
The World in Motion
Conquering Math’s New Frontiers

9

9
A guided tour of the history of numbers and how they’ve shaped
the development of humankind is at the heart of this unique series.
In five episodes that take us across time and around the world, we
see how mathematics played an important role in ancient Egypt
and Greece, early India, medieval Europe, and our own modern
world. Computer graphics make mathematical formulae accessible
and interesting, while dramatic reenactments of history pique the
viewer’s interest.

5 x 50 min Clean, M/E English & Spanish dubbed 2012
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„Survival of the fittest” - This most basic of Darwinian concepts
has served as one of the most influential theories in the 20th
century, used to explain countless phenomena encompassing
a diverse array of fields from sociology to economics. In “Wild
Survival,” we return to the most basic meaning of the phrase,
exploring what it means to survive in nature, and revealing the
survival secrets of some of the most fearsome beasts known to
man. In this dynamic series on nature, we offer an intimate glimpse
into the relationship between the hunter and the hunted.

Episode List

The Rise of
10 Great Powers

10

1
2
3
4
5

The Tiger, Guerilla Hunter
Lion, King of the Savanna
The Fall of the Frozen Kingdom
In Search of Water
The Secret Life of Marsupials

<The Rise of Great Powers> travels from ancient Rome to America
in the 20th century to shed light on their paths to greatness.
Thorough academic research as well as comparisons with their
competitors reveal the x factor that these nations had and others
did not. This search leads on to address the universal question of
the successful growth of a nation, community or organization the
factors leading to such success.

Episode List
1
2
3
4
5
6

Roman Citizenship
Sunrise of the British Empire
Empire of the Mongols
Tiny Holland, Great Empire
Freedom Summer, Mississippi 1964
Path to Greatness, Future of Empires
6 x 50 min Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2014

5 x 50 min Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2015
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Wild Survival

10
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Episode List
1
2
3
4

11

Heat
Force
Microorganisms
Taste

„The invention of cooking is what led to the rise of humanity”,
Professor Richard Wrangham, Biological Anthropology, Harvard
University
The human race of the world has been creating countless ways of
cooking food. Cooking is the result of human efforts to extract
energy from the nature. And within those efforts lies the essence of
wisdom achieved by humankind.
This documentary series takes a look at the world of cooking for a
new perspective, which is a journey of endless coincidence, adventures,
and unexpectations.
<The Science of Cooking> unfolds the four basic science of cooking
- heat, force, microorganisms, and taste – covering each in a separate
episode.

4 X 50 min Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2020
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The Science
of Cooking

11
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Yoga in
the Nature
Original title: Yoga in the nature
Runtime: 34 episodes x 60” (2040 minutes)
Territory: USA
Languages: English
Rights: AVOD (only on YouTube)

12

12
The Covid 19 pandemic has caused many people to seek relief from
meditation.
Yoga On The Nature is a 34 episodes show which helps spectators
to bring serenity to daily life

12
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Original title: Relax California Style
Runtime: 13 episodes x 26 minutes
Territory: USA
Languages: English

Fitness: California
13 Style
Original title: Fitness: California Style
Runtime: 13 episodes x 26 minutes
Territory: USA
Languages: English
The California lifestyle can be very strenuous, and when the
many thousands of aspiring actors and entertainers want to
train they have to use what little time they have very effectively. Ian Lauer is an IFBB Pro and as a long standing fitness
trainer in the Los Angeles area he knows exactly what it takes
to keep up the best training regimes. In ‘Fitness: California
Style’ he’ll share the secrets that works so well in Hollywood
with the viewers as he trains a selection of his students.

13

Join Katarina Leigh Waters as she introduces us to the various
methods of relaxation employed in the crazy lifestyle of California.
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Relax California Style

13
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contact@grupabbmedia.com

karina.tatarczyk@grupabbmedia.com
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